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Our mission at Succulent Chocolates and Sweets is to provide the ultimate chocolate experience for our customers. 
Our passion for chocolate and quality guarantees that our hand crafted, decadent chocolates and confections  

will leave you longing for more. We are experts in combining high quality coverture chocolate with  
natural and bold flavours ensuring that one small bite will have a big impact.

Specializing in Chocolate Events, Team Building, Branded Chocolates and Gifts

•our chocolates are hand crafted and produced locally 

•our chocolates are created with 
natural ingredients and bold flavours

•our chocolates look beautiful and taste even better! 

•our chocolates have won multiple national awards

•you don’t have to worry about our chocolates  
going stale before your event date

•customize the colour of your chocolate 

•customize the packaging with your own ribbon and tag 
to enhance the theme of your special event

Why Choose Succulent Chocolates



About Us
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My drive has always been to create the ultimate chocolate experience for each of 
my clients one bite at a time. Succulent Chocolates specializes in creating chocolate 
experiences with our team building events, chocolate pairings and death by chocolate 
events. My hope is to provide an opportunity for our clients to see, taste and understand 
chocolate in a whole new way. 

I look forward to sharing my chocolate passion with you!
    - Chef Sandra Abballe

EDUCATION: 
B.Tech, Ryerson University 
Graphic Communications Management, Marketing Minor

L’Art de Patisserie, French Pastry School 

ACCOMPLISMENTS: 
Winner of the Gold, Silver and Bronze Medal
Presented by: International Chocolate Awards Oct. 2015

Awarded Vaughan Youth Entrepreneur of the Year 2015 
Presented by: Vaughan Business Enterprise Center

Awarded Canada’s Top 100 Most Powerful Women 2014 
Presented By: Women’s Executive Network 

Awarded Top 30 Under 30 2014
Presented By: Ontario Hostelry Institute 

Winner of Canada’s Best Bonbon 2013 
Presented By: World Chocolate Masters Canada 

Chef Sandra Abballe
Owner & Lead Chocolatier, Succulent Chocolates 
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1-149 150-299 300+ 
Box of 1 (1.6” Round x 2”) $2.95 $2.71 $2.60 
Box of 2  (2.75” x 1.25” x 0.5”) $4.50 $4.14 $3.96 
Box of 3 (3.60” x 1.25” x 0.75”) $6.75 $6.21 $5.94 
Box of 5 (6.25” x 1.25” x 0.75”) $11.00 $10.12 $9.68 
Box of 10 (12” x 1.25” x 0.75”) $22.00 $20.24 $19.36 

Our bonbons are presented in a clear box with gold foil liner. Clients have the 
choice of an ivory, blush, gold or branded Succulent Chocolates black and gold 
3/8” satin ribbon. Should you wish to have a different colour ribbon and tag 
we can apply what you provide at no additional cost. 

Since all of our chocolates are hand painted, we can customize the colour of 
your chocolate bonbons for an additional $0.45/bonbon (minimum order of 
48 bonbons is required). A custom colour fee would apply when changing the 
colour on any of our available flavour options. 

Black CurrantVanilla BeanChili Pepper Coconut RaspberryEarl Grey TeaHazelnutSalted Caramel LemonPistachio

Colours subject to change at any time without notice

Espresso Bean

Hand Painted Artisan Bonbons
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Chocolate Gifts

All of our bonbons are hand crafted and produced in house at our state-of-the-art 
chocolate laboratory. We take pride in creating chocolates that look beautiful and will 

awaken your senses with bold and natural flavours.   
To achieve this level of product quality, we use natural ingredients. Our delicacies are 

made with 35% cream, butter, 100% real fruit and real whole nuts. 
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34% milk Belgian 
chocolate infused with 
natural orange extract 

and all spice
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54% dark Belgian 
chocolate blended with 
natural peppermint oil
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54% dark Belgian 
chocolate blended with 

espresso beans, cinnamon 
and vanilla bean
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34% milk Belgian 
chocolate combined with 

cinnamon and crispy 
wafer pieces
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54% dark Belgian 
chocolate combined with 

house made caramel 
pieces and sea salt
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28% white Belgian 
chocolate infused with 

natural lemon extract and 
toasted coconut

1.5”H x 4.5” W x 7.25” L 

Box of 12 - $18.00

1.25”H x 3.5” W x 4.5” L 

Box of 6 - $9.00

Each truffle is hand-crafted with Belgian chocolate,  
natural flavours and coconut oil to ensure  

one small bite has a big impact. 
Looking for ways to increase your branding presence?

Add a Customized Ribbon
Minimum Order of 180 Boxes (Box of 12) or 130 Boxes (Box of 24)
Additional Charge: $195.00

Add a Customized Tag (2”x2”) 
Minimum Order of 25 Boxes (Box of 12 & 24)
Additional Charge: $2.00/box 
    Includes printing of tag (one sided)

1.375”H x 6. 125” W x 9.75” D 

Box of 24 - $36.00

Hand Crafted Artisan Truffles
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Chocolate Gifts

16”H x 5.5” W x 5.5” D 

Tower of Chocolate - 65.00

Chocolate Mendiants (30)
Mint Meltaways (30)
Crunchy Butter Toffee (220g)
Reusable Stacking Glass Apothecary Jars 

14.25 W x 8” D 
Chocolate Sharing Platter - 95.00

40 Hand Painted Chocolate Bonbons presented on 
a 54% Belgium Dark Chocolate Tray 
Customize the Chocolate Plaque with your own 
logo. Additional $10.00/unit. Min. order 50 units 

Box of 6 - $9.00

Box of 24 - $36.00

Hand Crafted Artisan Truffles
Gift Packages to fit any budget! 

Confections Include:  
Clusters, Mendiants, Mint Meltaways, 

 Salted Choco-Peanut Popcorn 

Sharing GiftsChocolate Confections 
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There are no limits to what can be created in chocolate! 
Add your logo to a chocolate bar or create a custom 3D object in chocolate 

Let your imagination run wild
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Branded Chocolate
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I know I can always depend 
on Succulent Chocolates 
for delivering a very high 

quality product, on time and 
as ordered. Chef Sandra has 

turned her talent for chocolate 
into a fantastic business that 
provides excelling service, 
artistry and quality. I would 

confidently recommend 
Succulent Chocolates to my 

friends and colleagues. 
MNP LLP

The chocolate experience that 
you provided to our team was 
wonderful. We were spoiled 
with your artistic bonbons, 

decadent Drink of the Gods and 
exotic chocolates of the world. 

I could not imagine a better 
way to cap off an event! Your 
professionalism and breadth 
of knowledge of your craft is 
impressive. I appreciate your 
patience and taking the time 

to engage our team during the 
event. 

Janssen Inc.

Chef Sandra and her amazing 
team were an absolute joy to 

work with. The custom chocolate 
bars elevatedour events this 

year. The chocolate experience 
was fantastic! You can taste the 

quality of ingredients, dedication 
to excellence and meticulous 
craftsmanship in every bite. 
Everyone continues to rave 

about how great it was. 
The Salvation Army

As always your service was 
the utmost!  This was our 
second custom chocolate 
bar order we placed with 

Succulent Chocolates. Your 
product is delicious of course 

and your company is very 
professional. I would not 

hesitate recommending your 
services to anyone.

- MAGNA
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Scotiabank 
Toronto Stock Exchange

McDonalds Canada
TE Wealth Management
Yamaha Motors Canada

Bell Canada
Torys LLP 

Sentry Investments
Canadian Tire

Sun Life Financial
Sephora Canada 

Royal Bank of Canada

I would recommend the 
chocolate and wine pairing 

experience to anyone who is 
looking for a full service event 
that is informative, elegant and 

delicious 
GE Healthcare 

When Desjardins Group’s social 
committee decided to host a 

chocolate making event, we had 
no idea we hit the jackpot by 

choosing Succulent Chocolates 
and Sweets. 

Desjardins Group

The chocolate sculpture 
competition has been one 

of the most fun and creative 
activities our leadership team 

has ever had. To top the 
amazing event, the chocolates 

were delicious. Thank you 
again...you exceeded 

expectations.

- The Co-operators  

It was the first activity in a long 
time that actually encouraged 
group participation, strategic 

thinking and using each 
individual's skills to complete 
the challenge. I would highly 
recommend the Chocolate 
Sculpture Challenge to any 

company that is not only looking 
for a way to engage their team, 
but also to have a fun day at the 

office with  
delicious treats.

Woodbine Entertainment 
Group
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Truffle Making 101 
(On-Site or at our Chocolate Lab) – 60 MINS or 90 MINS 
 
• We will begin by teaching your team how to work with chocolate and take you through the steps of creating delicous truffles, from crystalizing 
chocolate to making ganache. We will also provide some expert tips on how to decorate your truffles.  
• Participants will be provided with chef hats and aprons to wear during this experience. 
• Each person will have the opportunity to make a box of 8 truffles. They will have the option of three ganache fillings (pre-made). Once the truffles 
are filled they will dip them into in dark chocolate, and then decorate them with their own special final touches. Lastly, they will package their 
truffles to take home. 
•Each person has an opportunity to enjoy two of our hand painted bonbons during the experience. 

Extended 90 Minute Session

•In addition to the above, participants, working as teams, will have the opportunity to make 3 different flavoured ganache. Each person will have 
the opportunity to make 12 truffles. • Our workshops are available for groups of up to 12 in lab or up to 50+ on site
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Workshops

Artisan Bonbon Workshop
(Only available at our Chocolate Lab) – 3 HOURS 
• During this workshop award winning chocolatier, Chef Sandra Abballe, will demonstrate how she created Canada’s Best Bonbon. She will 
explain the artisanal and scientific method of making chocolate and how she transforms chocolate into art through her hands-on chocolate 
demo. She will also lead you through the process of creating your own hand painted bonbons. 

• Your team will learn how the cacao bean is grown and processed though a guided chocolate tasting of origin chocolates from around the 
world.

• Taste an assortment of our hand crafted bonbons and confections. 

• Each team member will have the opportunity to make and take home a box of 28 hand painted bonbons. 

• Workshops are available for groups of 6-12 people. 
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Sculpture Challenge
(On-Site) – 60 MINS 
• Looking to start a little friendly competition with your team? Our Chocolate Sculpture Challenge will determine which team can effectively 
communicate under pressure to build the tallest freestanding sculpture made entirely of chocolate.
•After a short demonstration on how to work with chocolate, your team will be given only 30 minutes to create and build a structurally 
sound chocolate sculpture.
•Upon completion you must take the nerve-wracking walk with the sculpture to the judging table to present your product. The chocolate 
sculpture will be judged based on team work, cleanliness, creativity and height.
•Each person has an opportunity to enjoy two of our hand painted bonbons during the experience. 
•Special chocolate prizes are given to the winning team.  
•Our workshops are available for groups of up to 12 in lab or for up to 100 people on site
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Challenges

Cut Throat Chocolate Challenge
(On-Site) – 60 MINS 
• Your challenge is to build the longest stable freestanding bridge... if you can withstand the sabotage from your fellow competitors. 
• We will begin your challenge with a short introduction on how to work with chocolate and most importantly set the parameters for how to 
sabotage your fellow competitors!  
•Each team will be given the same kit that includes 75 chocolate pieces. You will have 3 opportunities during this 60 minute challenge to bid 
some of those pieces for the chance to sabotage your competitors.  
•The longest freestanding bridge that can withhold the weight of our “Chocosaurus” will be deemed the victor!! 
•Each person has an opportunity to enjoy two of our hand painted bonbons during the experience. 
•Special chocolate prizes are given to the winning team.
•Our workshops are available for groups of up to 12 in lab or for up to100 people on site
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more than a late night station... we create chocolate experiences that are sure to impress
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Death by Chocolate
Chocolate Packages

Perfect to add to a dessert table or 
champagne tasting bar

2 Bonbons 
1 Confection 
$5.50/person 

3 Bonbons 
1 Confection
$7.50/person

  
4 Bonbons 

1 Confection 
$9.50/person 

Build your Chocolate Station

Truffle Making Station
$3.00/person - 1 truffle per person (no box)

$6.00/person - 2 truffles per person (in a box)
*min 100 people required

Drink of the Gods Station
$6.00/person 

(1.5 oz shot of liquid chocolate served with 
whipped cream) *min 100 people required

Our chocolatier* will guide your guests through a luxury chocolate  
experience featuring our hand painted bonbons and interactive stations.  

Choose the quantity of bonbons and confections you would like  
featured on your chocolate station. 

*An additional fee for chocolatier onsite will be applied based 
on your event details (ie. event duration, location, etc.) 

Confections - $1.85/unit

Bonbons - $2.00/unit 

Pyramids- $2.25/unit

Glamour Truffles- $2.50/unit

Confections Include:
Mint Meltaways (2 pcs),  

Mendiants (1 pcs), Hazelnut Clusters (1 pcs)
Mini White Chocolate Lips (4 pcs)
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S’Mores Station - We will bring everything needed for your guests to roast their own hand made marshmallows and create the ultimate s’more! 

Truffle Making Station - Our chocolatier will hand roll truffles for your guests on the spot. Your guests will have the opportunity to customize their 
own truffles by choosing from a selection of many toppings.

Drink of the Gods Station - This European style sipping chocolate is extra thick and decadent! Our sipping chocolate is made with 58% pure 
French chocolate. This delicacy is served warm in a shot glass, topped with a dollop of chantilly cream and a chocolate garnish. 

Interactive Stations
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Chocolate Pairings

Chocolate… we’ve grown up eating it yet not many of us truly understand where it comes from 
or how it’s harvested. Did you know that chocolate is one of the most complex foods, having 
over 750 flavour compounds? It comes from different regions around the world creating multiple 
flavour profiles. Chef Sandra selects the chocolate that best accentuates the bold personalities of 
each medium. Each of these mediums are similar to chocolate in that they carry multiple flavor 
compounds. We have sourced out the best experts in each field to develop the ultimate chocolate 
pairing experiences. Guests will receive knowledge from the chocolate perspective and from an 
expert sommelier. Whether you have an intimate group of 12 or a crowd of 100, we can arrange 
a pairing party to suit your needs. 

Our chocolatier will guide your guests through a  
luxury chocolate pairing experience featuring our  

hand painted bonbons and confections

This experience can be set up as a station during a reception  
or as a seated interactive tasting session 

Choose your medium and our team of chocolatiers will find the  
best chocolates to accentuate the flavour profiles

Chocolate Pairings

Wine • Scotch • Rum • Champagne• Congac • Tea



416.882.1535 
info@succulentchocolates.com
www.succulentchocolates.com 


